This paper is a description of the contributions to the SICSA multicore challenge on many body planetary simulation made by a compiler group at the University of Glasgow. Our group is part of the Computer Vision and Graphics research group and we have for some years been developing array compilers because we think these are a good tool both for expressing graphics algorithms and for exploiting the parallelism that computer vision applications require. We shall describe experiments using two languages on two dierent platforms and we shall compare the performance of these with reference C implementations running on the same platforms. Finally we shall draw conclusions both about the viability of the array language approach as compared to other approaches used in the challenge and also about the strengths and weaknesses of the two, very dierent, processor architectures we used. Copyright © 0000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
language [14] , and F [15] a modernised Fortran. In principle though any language with array types can be extended in a similar way.
Vector Pascal (VP) and F incorporate Iverson's approach to data parallelism. They aim to provide a notation that allows the natural and elegant expression of data parallel algorithms within a base language that is already well established (Pascal and Fortran) and combine this with modern compilation techniques.
By an elegant algorithm we mean one which is expressed as concisely as possible. Elegance is a goal that one approaches asymptotically, approaching but never attaining [16] . APL and J allow the construction of very elegant programs, but at a cost. An inevitable consequence of elegance is the loss of redundancy. APL programs are as concise, or even more concise than conventional mathematical notation and use a special character-set. This makes them hard for the uninitiated to understand. J attempts to remedy this by restricting itself to the ASCII character-set, but still looks dauntingly unfamiliar to programmers brought up on more conventional languages. Both APL and J are interpretive which makes them ill suited to many of the applications for which SIMD speed is required. The aim of our compilers is to provide the conceptual gains of Iverson's notation within a framework more familiar to imperative programmers.
Iverson's approach to data parallelism was machine independent. It can be implemented using scalar code or using combinations of scalar SIMD and multi-core code.
The following Pascal code segment illustrates how operations can be applied to arrays in the same way that could have been applied to scalars:
In Figure 1 
PROBLEM TESTED

N-body Benchmark
The N-body problem is a scientic simulation that involves computing the motion of a number of planets (bodies) under physical forces such as gravity. The gravitational force between each pair of bodies is dened by their position and mass. The algorithm 1 presents the main steps of this problem.
Because N-body simulations require signicant computing power, a number of experiments have used this problem for evaluating machine performance. The N-body problem has been also used recently for comparing the performance of modern parallel technology such as GPUs [17] and other parallel architectures such as the new SIMD extension supported by the Sandy Bridge processor [18] . This problem was also selected by the Scottish Informatics The N-body simulation is required to compute the force between each pair of bodies. In reality, the number N of bodies or particles is often very large, and thus a number of algorithms and methods have been developed to optimise the simulation. The two common algorithms for computing the total force on each body are the All-Pairs method and Barnes-Hut Treecode [17] . The total number of interactions needed to be computed using an ordinary approach, such as All-Pairs algorithm, is N 2 while the Barnes-Hut method is an O(N logN ) algorithm [17] .
This benchmark drawn from the Great Computer Language Shootout which was originally contributed by Christoph Bauer [19] . The implementation of the problem in VP made explicit use of operations on whole arrays. However, to express the problem in parallel style using arrays, the full N 2 forces have to be computed. The VP parallel algorithm is similar to the All-Pair method as it also goes over each body in N , say B, and computes the forces of all other bodies N − 1 on the body B. This additional computation associated with the parallel solution ensures that the calculations are independent and can be safely carried out on multiple processors in parallel. The main part core of the algorithm is a procedure, called advance, whose main loop uses a position matrix to compute a matrix of acceleration components for each body in N . These components are summed along the rows to yield a nal velocity increment.
LANGUAGES USED
We used two languages in our team's entry to the challenge: F and VP. These have in common that both are derived from mature sequential programming languages, and both have been extended to use implicit parallelism by the use of APL-inspired constructs. Unlike Fortran, the F language is not ISO standardised. The book, The F Programming Language, by Metcalf and Reid [20] , provides the most authoritative language reference. No standard F language test suite exists, though a small set of F codes have been developed for internal use with E . The outputs of these programs are automatically compared against those of the GNU Fortran (GFortran) compiler using Ivano Primi's numdi program.
Pascal and Vector Pascal
Like Fortran, Pascal [21] is an old programming language whose relative popularity has declined over the years, but like Fortran and C it lends itself to ecient code generation. VP was rst developed by Turner [11] and Formella [12] . It supports whole array operations in a manner that is similar to Fortran 9x. In our tests we used the Glasgow vector Pascal Compiler [13] which supports SIMD instruction sets. The key features already reported in the literature are the existence of a reduction functional borrowed from APL. In APL for example we can write: Ö/2 3 4 and the system replies:
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The reduction functional, / in APL, inserts an operator between every element of an array so:
Because the forward slash is already used to indicate division in Pascal we use the \ symbol instead as the reduction functional. Thus given the Pascal example in Figure 3 in array arr. To write the same code segment in Pascal requires several more lines of code [13] . VP also allows mixed rank expressions by depending on the VP compiler to automatically generate a loop that can span the ranks of the destination and the source operands, and then the evaluation is carried out based on the number of dimensions of the array on the left-hand side.
These features have more recently been extended by the introduction of the pure keyword that marks a function as being side-eect free, and potentially permits mapping of this function over array arguments to be performed in parallel.
The Glasgow Pascal Compiler also incorporates some of the 'Extended Pascal' features described in [22] , in particular it allows the declaration of dynamically sized arrays on the The Cell BE, or Cell, is a heterogeneous multi-core processor. It was designed mainly for multimedia applications [23] , though has been used in other areas such as high performance computing. The Cell BE has two quite distinct processors: a 64-bit PowerPC Processor Element (PPE) and eight Synergistic Processor Elements (SPEs) [24] . Both PPE and SPEs support SIMD operations on 128 bit registers, but they have two dierent instruction sets; one for the PPE and one for the SPEs [23] . The PPE has 3 levels of storage (512 MB RAM, 64KB L1 and 512KB L2 cache) and 32 x 128-bit vector registers. Each SPE has only 256KB Local Store (LS) and 128 x 128-bit registers. the SPE local store is quite distinct from, and does not The Cell processor potentially oers high levels of parallelism, but it is not easy to program due to its heterogeneity of memory structures and instruction sets. Currently, there is a number of parallel programming models for Cell such as OpenMP, Sieve C++ and Ooad.
These models oer semi-automatic parallelisation environments because the user is required to identify possible parallelism [23, 25, 26] . Recent releases of the GNU tool chain and IBM XL oer compilers for C/C++ and Fortran on both architectures and support OpenMP for Linux platforms.
The Intel Xeon Nehalem
The hardware for the Intel test used 2 Intel Xeon Nehalem (E5620) each with 4 cores. Each core was hyperthreaded giving a maximum of 16 simultaneous threads supported in hardware.
There were 24 GB RAM, and the clockspeed was 2. to Ooad C++, a C++ language extension [27] utilising pointer locality. Having the requisite support for arrays, the F programming language is a suitable language to research the use of array expressions as a mechanism to drive implicit parallelism for scientic computing. The language has a large standard library, and this is made available to both the PPU and the SPU using the GFortran runtime libraries. A C++ array template class has also been developed which provides both an abstraction over the multifarious internal array representations of essentially all Fortran compilers; alongside compatibility with the dual memory address space exposed by Ooad C++. The E compiler is written in the pure functional programming language Haskell. Haskell's Parsec [28] parsing library allows the structure of the published F grammar to be followed exactly within the Haskell source code, while the Scrap Your Boilerplate [29] package is used to perform the crucial auto-parallelisation transformations upon the abstract syntax trees.
Upon execution by E of an array expression, a team of threads is launched, each assigned a statically allocated and contiguous chunk of the outermost array dimension.
The precise number of threads is set on program startup using an environment variable, ESHARP_NUM_THREADS, and may range from 1 to 128. Each individual thread is given the full resources of an SPU, and sits in a notional FIFO queue until an SPU is available.
Having six available SPUs, it may be assumed that six threads will maximise resource usage while minimising thread administration costs. Nevertheless, a program with a large working set may need to be split into more than six pieces. For example, an array expression with a 6000KB working set, will exceed the 256KiB local store of an SPU if partitioned across only six threads. With 32 or more threads, such a program should run.
By avoiding language extensions, an F program which will run in parallel using E , can also run in serial using a command-line switch or using another Fortran compiler. This approach provides code longevity, as well as a familiar deterministic and sequential development paradigm. Unlike many auto-parallelising compilers, the user also has the certainty that every array expression will execute in parallel. there is insucient work to justify the small cost of thread administration and direct memory access (DMA) operations.
Vector Pascal on Intel Architecture
The Glasgow Vector Pascal compiler is implemented in Java allowing a single executable jar le to be distributed for all platforms. The machine code to be output is selected by a commandline ag. This ag selects one of a library of code generator classes included in the jar le. The code generators themselves are automatically produced by a code generator generator from formal specications of the target processor instruction-sets [30] . It is also possible, on Intel processors to specify whether the Nasm or Gnu assembler syntax is used. Another commandline ag species how many cores are available on the target processor.
The compiler will attempt to parallelise array statements across two dimensions. It will attempt to distribute calculations of the rows of the result across dierent cores and attempt to parallelise the column results of each row using SIMD instructions. The degree of parallelism achieved depends both on the width of the SIMD registers available, and on the number of cores available.
For the experiments on the Intel processors the target processor selected was the 32-bit P4 instruction set using the gnu assembler syntax. This instruction set includes the SSE and SSE2
instructions along with the legacy integer and oating point opcodes.
Vector Pascal on the Cell Processor
We used the recent port of the Glasgow Vector Pascal parallelising compiler to the Cell processor (CellVP). The CellVP compiler is made of two components: a PowerPC compiler for the PPE and a virtual machine model to access the SPEs. The compiler works as following:
1. Plants code to create the threads and load the VSM interpreter into the SPE at the beginning of program execution in order to avoid thread launching overhead.
2. Generates PowerPC assembly instructions that correspond to the sequential source code excluding array expressions which need to be checked rst.
3. Examines every array expression in the source code and determines if it is parallelisable: the expression must contain no function calls; the array expression must not be part of or include a scatter/gather construct, that is array elements must be selected from consecutive locations; arrays or matrices must not be the target of a transpose operator; the array size must be bigger than the virtual SIMD register size ; to be nominated for parallelisation. These are the same rules as the compiler applies to SIMD parallelisation for the Intel Architecture except in that case real rather than virtual SIMD registers are used. 
This is a direct borrowing from APL
The struct of arrays approach improves use of the SIMD machine registers, and as an added advantage it may improve cache line utilisation. In the inner loop of Figure 6 .2, the velocity vectors of each planet will be loaded into the cache every time its position vector is accessed, but for the algorithm as a whole, the velocity vectors only have to be updated at the end of each phase of the advance function. Our rst performance evaluation of E and the N-Body problem is through the relative speedup obtained by compiling the same F source code using both the E compiler and another Fortran compiler. The fastest alternative Fortran compiler available to us is version 4.1.1 of GFortran, selected in preference to the more recent GFortran 4.6.0 as it provides better performance for the N-Body application; on the Cell BE at least. The GFortran mcpu ag was set to cell, and the optimisation ag to O3.
As described in Section 6.1, a tiled decomposition of the N-Body problem maximises the ratio of SPU computation per byte of data transfered from main memory; into SPU local store. A 16x16 tile size was then chosen * in preference to 8x8 as the latter resulted in an SPU memory footprint too large to permit a problem size of 16K. As Table I shows, 16K bodies provides an important data point as we observe a direct correlation between problem size and speedup continue to a peak of 4.91 here.
The absolute speedup obtained from the E compiler is now considered. to increase in proportion with data size. Results are surprisingly similar between the 2048 and 4096 body counts; while the nal speedup value, at 16386 bodies, is relatively high.
VP cell versus C cell
We compare here the performances of VP and C code on the Cell processor. The VP code was compiled by the CellVP compiler which parallelises array expressions on the SPEs automatically. For divisibility reasons we only used 1,2 and 4 SPEs. The C version was compiled and optimized at level 3 using GNU C compiler version 4.6 and run only on the PPE. We shall rst look at the VP performance on both the PPE and the SPEs, then expand our discussion to consider the performance of the two languages on the Cell processor. Table II shows the performance of VP and C code on the Cell processor using dierent sizes of the n-body problem. Notice here that on 1024 bodies, as commented in Table II , we had to use a virtual SIMD registers (VSR) of length 4KB due to the small problem size but elsewhere we used a VSR of size 16KB to get better performance.
The VP performance on the PPE, as shown in Table II , is much slower than using a single SPE. This is partially due to the fact that the PPE compiler is not vectorised. The speedup gained by using one SPE against using the PPE is shown in The scalability achieved by running the VP code on the SPEs is shown in Figure 7 .
2(b).
This gure shows a near-linear speedup but not fully scalable. The E compiler is unable to stage the loading of each working set into SPU local stores.
Consequently, only CellVP can run the N-Body problem on less than 6 SPUs.
Nevertheless, when these compiler implementation dierences are factored out, performance results per SPU are remarkably similar.
Comparision with other languages
At the workshop on the second phase of the SICSA challenge implementations were presented for 8 processor/language combinations. Of these, 6 were run, using dierent languages on very similar 8 core Xeon machines allowing meaningful comparison. The fastest implementation reported was one in C++ using TBB for multi-core parallelism and SIMD intrinsics for vector parallelism. This achieved peak performance of 2.05 ms per call of advance when using 12 threads. In comparison the VP implementation achieved its best performance of 2.25 ms when using 7 threads. In the range 1 to 7 threads the Pascal version is faster than the C++ version, but after 7 threads, in the hyperthreading range, performance slows and then improves only gradually for the Pascal (Figure 7.4) , whereas for the TBB version whilst there is a continuous, albeit slow, increase in performance as we go through the hyperthreading range, leading to a faster maximum performance. It appears that Threaded Building Blocks make better use of hyperthreading than the pthreads parallelism that the Pascal compiler targets.
There is a large gap between the C++ and Pascal versions and all others. In comparison to the C++ with TBB and SIMD intrinsics, the array compilers allowed a considerable saving in code. To use the SSE instruction set, the C++ version had to add over 80 lines of class denition for a short vector class with SIMD arithmetic.
CONCLUSIONS
In this experiment the array language implementations show a number of strengths.
The array languages delegate the mechanics of parallelism entirely to the compiler.
Provided that the array statements are potentially parallelisable, the compiler will perform the parallelisation automatically. The only other example which allowed this in the multi-core challenge was the Eden system.
The up until the hyper-threading region performance achieved was better than the other approaches. In the hyperthreading region, an implementation based on TBB was slightly better.
The array language compilers allowed the same source codes to be compiled to a single core, a multi-core homogeneous or a multi-core hetrogeneous computer. In contrast, the low level hand tuning involved in the use of for example Intel TBB, or C++ SIMD intrinsics, precludes portability to non Intel architectures.
The array algorithms are reasonably concise.
As against these advantages, there are some drawbacks.
It takes some experience or a certain shift in programmer perspective to express calculations in terms of mapping operations rather than explicit loops.
Some thought has to be given to the choice of appropriate array structures over which the maps are to be performed. It is arguable however, that the added attention that a coder must devote to data structuring is no more onerous than the explicit attention that they give to process structure in some alternative approaches.
